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2009 Vertigo ‘TRKN’ Riesling  
 

 

 

 

You may think that because of the widespread critical acclaim for our first 

Vertigo Riesling, the 2008 ‘25GR’, Vertigo is only about “semi-sweet” 

Riesling. You’d be mistaken. We are long-standing fans of Riesling of all 

shapes and sizes… from bone dry and fine to semi-sweet, to the great 

luscious dessert-style late harvest Rieslings with extraordinary sweetness, 

yet grace and finesse. As long as it’s good, we’re happy.  

 
And so our thoughts turned logically to using some of the fruit earmarked 

for the 2009 ‘25GR’ for a fine, dry (or as the Germans say; tröcken – hence 

‘TRKN’) style. It’s easy enough to do: make sure that the fruit is adequately 

ripe to guarantee depth of flavour in the resultant wine, with high – yet 

approachable – acidity. Press carefully. Then let it ferment to dryness, 

rather than stop it with some residual grape-derived sweetness.  

 
So both of our 2009 Rieslings are from the same, high-altitude, cool site at 

Lenswood in the Adelaide Hills. It is a seriously, vertiginously steep, north-

facing slope, with thin gravelly ironstone topsoil over orange-red clay, and a 

few pieces of quartz scattered about – which are a clue to its suitability for 

Riesling. The vines are approaching their 15
th

 birthday, and Peter Leske has 

shepherded the fruit into (dry) wine since its first vintage in 1998. 

 
Yes, the fruit did ripen with enough varietal flavour to be made 

uncompromisingly dry and tight. It was hand picked. Of course. The fruit 

was pressed; settled; racked with a proportion of grape solids retained to 

provide some complexity and weight, and fermented; a minimum of fuss.  

 
The resultant wine is just over 11.5% alcohol, has just over 8.2 g/L acidity, a 

pH of 2.9, and is dry. Of course. That core of cool-climate acidity runs 

rapier-like through the palate, leading to a mouth-watering finish, with 

lingering flavours of lemon, lime, ginger and a faint hint of musk.  

 
The 2009 TRKN is in extremely limited supply; we have just on 100 cases. It 

will not appeal o those wanting ‘easy drinking’; that’s fine by us.  

 
Campbell Mattinson described the 2008 ‘25GR’ as having… 

“Gorgeous progression through the mouth. ‘Architecture’, I think they call 

it. When you’re tasting this, you have to slow down and look at it calmly.” 

 
Well, here’s more cool-climate architecture, and we hope that you will slow 

down and appreciate the fruits of a very special site. 

 

2009 Vertigo Riesling TRKN 

� Recommended retail: $26.00 

 

Peter Leske 0437 652 743 - David LeMire 0412 252 744 
 

For further information please email info@lalinea.com.au 


